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Lessons from the past
• 1907 - Parliament and Royal Family send the Army to kill thousands of
hungry rebellious peasants
• Interwar period - land reform => land fragmentation
• 1948 - 1989
• Communism kicks-in => loss of property rights
• Foresters become the “3rd army” in the country
• Over-ambitious and megalomaniac goals
• 1990 till present day
• Megalomaniac dream-feeders take over the country and run it to
their best knowledge and interests

Current situation
• Romania has the strictest forest legislation (Forest Act and other +/200 pieces of disparate laws) in the EU
• Regarding the access to their own forest resources by private forest
owners, what is 100% legal in countries like Finland, Sweden,
Denmark, Germany, France, Austria, is 100% illegal in Romania.
• If Romanian legal frame were to be applied today in the above
mentioned countries, the EU should account an illegal logging of tens
of million m3 of wood annually!
• Most of the international forest certification standards and criteria
are already met by the strict national forest legislation
• Environmental legislation overlaps and oftentimes conflicts with laws
governing property rights and forestry - result of an unfortunate
copy-paste approach

Current situation - cont.
• Romania has some of the most biodiversity-rich forests in the EU
• Climate, soil and long-rotation forest management generate some 2.3
billion m3 of standing wood stock on about 7 million ha (same volume
that needs 23 million ha in Finland)
• About half of the resource is privately
owned
• Most of the 800,000+ forest owners have
hard times knowing where their forests
are and what they consist of
• Foresters’ approach towards private
forest owners is usually opaque
• 70% of the forest is in mountain areas,
but 95% of the wood is being dragged /
skidded out of it with inappropriate,
obsolete and environmental unfriendly
forest tractors

Current situation - cont.
• As an honest private forest owner
• You must have a Forest Management Plan - most likely, you will not be able
to read and understand it
• You don’t have a say regarding the access to and utilisation of your forest
resources
• You have to pay constantly for the forest management
• You must pay for foresters to mark you the trees to be extracted
• You must pay for the forestry contractors to harvest the forest
• You must pay for the transport contractors to take away the wood
• You must pay for the reforestation and further tending operations
• And …
• You must swallow hard when some of your neighbours simply go and cut
their own forests, without any of the above legal requirements fulfilled and
paid for, and additionally your neighbours get 300-500 euro/hectare to
remove trees from their grasslands while no financial support is designed for
SFM
• Owning forest should be a blessing, but in Romania is more of a curse!

Current situation - cont.
• As an honest private forest contractor
• You must have a licensed company and suitable harvesting
equipment for the specific terrain conditions of Romania
• You must work with qualified personnel - high occupational
hazards activity
• You must comply with the about 200 laws governing forestry and
400 laws governing environmental issues
• You must resist and reject constant demands for undeserved
benefits that certain actors in the sector will address to you
• You must swallow hard when a good number of contractors thrive
by not doing anything of the above
• You must live with the stigma that society has developed for you:
thief

Current situation - cont.
• As an honest private wood processing company
• You must comply with all labor and environmental laws of the country and carry
the subsequent costs
• You must pay taxes and hope that those who get paid out of them would do
their job and protect you against illegal&unfair competition
• You must double and triple check that the wood that enters your mill yard has
all the legal documents required by law
• You must build into your business plan and budget periods of downtime
generated by inspections and controls from more than 50 different State
agencies empowered to stop your operations at any time they please
• You must allocate special resources (people, time, money) to counter the
negative effects of “bad publicity” of the sector - you also are a thief, in the eyes
of the many
• You must convince and pay more to retailers (DIY) to accept your wood
products, as there is a general presumption of illegality hovering over the sector
• You must swallow hard when some of your competitors thrive by paying bribes
instead of taxes, by buying favours from corrupt officials instead of investing in
human resources and modern equipment.

Upside down and non-participatory
• Romania does not have a Circular Bioeconomy Strategy, nor a
National Forest Strategy
• Current forest policies are not updated and aligned to the EU
ambitious goals towards a green circular bioeconomy
• But, Romania has the most restrictive forest legislation in the EU,
approved unanimously by a Parliament which is also bragging about
increasing pensions with 40% in a time when more than 1 million
employees from the private sector went unemployed
• Romanian policy makers are in big debt to forests and the relevant
stakeholders who contribute to the white side of the forest economy
- they should engage in a brutally transparent participatory decision
making, with the assistance of national and International agencies
having relevant expertise in wood-based bioeconomy, biodiversity,
climate change, sustainable finance, etc.

Estimated costs of illegal timber
• The Minister of Environment brags about fighting an illegal logging of 20
million m3 annually, but 20,000 foresters mainly in charge with guarding
the forests, and some 100,000 employees of the Ministry for Internal
Affairs manage to catch and identify as illegally cut some 200,000 m3 = 1
(one)% of what is publicly broadcast as illegal logging.
• Truth? Hoax? Either way, an elephant is in the china shop!
• I estimate that the cumulated loss from:
• inadequate legislation
• illegal logging
• inefficient forest management
• eco-ineffective & cost-inefficient wood harvesting and processing
• poor infrastructure
• difficult access to domestic and foreign markets
• sector image loss
is around 5 billion euro annually.

Recommendations
• To private forest owners: get your own people in the Parliament!
• To Ministry: establish a separate Department, dedicated to the
private sector!
• To Parliament: good policy making is that which involves those to
whom laws are addressed - enable participatory approaches!
• To Romsilva: implement as much as possible from the 2006-2007
Savcor-Indufor Study recommendations!
• To private forest managers: don’t copy-paste Romsilva model!
• To environmental NGOs - keep reporting any wrongdoings that you
can find, but base your reporting on facts!
• To industry: don’t protect “rotten potatoes”!
• To EU officials: ask for second and third opinions whenever Romania
is on the agenda!

Main take-aways
• Forests don’t necessarily need humans, but humans keep on demanding
(even unknowingly) more and more forest products and services (from
tissue for hygiene and medical purposes, to construction materials, to
pharma and cosmetics, to food&beverages, to biofuels, to fresh air, clean
waters and recreational environment).
• The need for sustainably managed forests, and for transparent
participatory approach is higher than ever!
• Romanian forests are valuable social-economically and environmentally,
and there is a good number of people engaged in changing things into
better … they have not reached a critical number, though, needed for a
paradigm shift.
• Facts follow fiction, so let’s be positive and envision how the Romanian
forest sector could be in 10-20-30 years from now!

Thank you!

